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A State Out of Water: How a 
Comprehensive Groundwater-

Management Scheme Can 
Prevent the Imminent Depletion 

of the Ogallala Aquifer
Emilie T. Pinkham*

On the 14th day of April of 1935,
!ere struck the worst of dust storms that ever "lled 
the sky.
You could see that dust storm comin’, the cloud looked 
deathlike black,
And through our mighty nation, it left a dreadful track.
From Oklahoma City to the Arizona line,
Dakota and Nebraska to the lazy Rio Grande,
It fell across our city like a curtain of black rolled down,
We thought it was our judgment, we thought it was 
our doom.

—Woody Guthrie,  
!e Great Dust Storm (Dust Storm Disaster)1

1. W##$% G&'()*+, !e Great Dust Storm (Dust Storm Disaster), on D&,' B#-. 
B/../$, (RCA Victor 1940). Woody Guthrie was an American singer–song-
writer and folk musician born in Okemah, Oklahoma. E$ C)/%, R/01.*2’ 
M/2: T(+ L*3+ /2$ T*0+, #3 W##$% G&'()*+ xvii (2004). His songs, which 
included “[d]ust bowl songs, hobo songs,4.4.4.4work songs, loa"ng songs, [and] 
union songs,” lifted the despair of Americans during the Great Depression. Id. 
at xvii –xviii. Guthrie had “a great sympathy for folks … all down and out” 
and he wrote songs about the people he met and his experiences on the road 
“singing in honky-tonks for a beer and a sandwich, thumbing rides on the side 
of the highway.” Id. at 90. !us, he was coined the “Dust Bowl Troubadour.” 
Scott Alarik, Robert Burns Unplugged, B#,. G.#1+, Aug. 7, 2005, at E4.

The Ogallala,2 or High Plains, Aquifer is a massive 
aquifer in the midwestern United States3 covering 
174,000 square miles underneath eight states: Texas, 

New Mexico, Oklahoma, Kansas, Colorado, Wyoming, 
Nebraska, and South Dakota.4 One of the largest freshwater 
aquifers in the world,5 the Ogallala supplies the breadbasket 
of the United States with much of the water necessary to 
support the region’s agricultural base.6 However, the area is 
naturally arid,7 and residents are drawing from the Aquifer 
much faster than it can recharge8—an annual volume equiv-
alent to eighteen Colorado Rivers.9 !is considerable rate of 
consumption has substantially depleted the Aquifer in the 
past "fty years.10 As a result, experts predict the Aquifer will 

2. Ogallala, in the language of the Sioux, is often translated as “scatter their own,” 
which the Sioux did to survive, or “spread throughout,” an apt description 
of the Aquifer itself. See Jack Lewis, !e Ogallala Aquifer: An Underground 
Sea, EPA J., Nov./Dec. 1990, at 42, 42. Speci"cally, the Ogallala Formation is 
named after the Nebraska town of Ogallala, located above the aquifer. Id.

3. To give the appropriate idea of scale, “[i]f pumped out over the United States, 
the High Plains aquifer would cover all 50 states with one and 1/2 feet of wa-
ter.” Id.

4. Robert R.M. Verchick, Dust Bowl Blues: Saving and Sharing the Ogallala Aqui-
fer, 14 J. E25'.. L. 6 L*'*7. 13, 17 (1999) (citing Erla Zwingle, Ogallala 
Aquifer: Wellspring of the High Plains, N/'’. G+#7)/8(*9, Mar. 1993, at 99, 
100).

5. Marios Sophocleous, Review: Groundwater Management Practices, Challenges, 
and Innovations in the High Plains Aquifer, USA—Lessons and Recommended 
Actions, :; H%$)#7+#.#7% J. 559, 559 (2010).

6. See Verchick, supra note 4 (stating that the Ogallala supports one-"fth of all 
U.S. agriculture).

7. Danielle Spiegel, Can the Public Trust Doctrine Save Western Groundwater?, 
18 N.Y.U. E25'.. L.J. 412, 413 (2010).

8. See Sandra M. Zellmer, Boom and Bust on the Gre nat er conservation districts’’ 
move this discussion to that point in hte e that with the statement here?ond the 
scope of this at Plains: Déjà Vu All Over Again, 41 C)+*7('#2 L. R+5. 385, 398 
(2008) (book review).

9. Jane Braxton Little, Saving the Ogallala Aquifer, S9*. A0., Mar. 1, 
2009, at 32, 37, available at http://www.scienti"camerican.com/article.
cfm?id=the-ogallala-aquifer.

10. Sophocleous, supra note 5, at 560 (“Substantial pumping .4 .4 . [has] caused 
water-level declines of up to 60 m [in places] and saturated thickness declines 
greater than 50% in [other] parts of the aquifer.”)
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dry up in the ensuing decades.11 Preventing or, more realisti-
cally, delaying this event is complicated by the fact that the 
eight states overlying the aquifer each approach groundwater 
ownership and regulation di<erently.12 An e<ective solution 
will prevent the Ogallala from drying up from overuse in 
a tragedy-of-the-commons scenario and must address the 
competing uses of the Aquifer, the di<ering management 
approaches to groundwater ownership in each state, and 
models of environmental sustainability.13 To accomplish this 
high-stakes task, this Note proposes a combination of tra-
ditional models of resource management: collaborative state 
action backed by federal enforcement and local monitoring.

Most experts agree that the Aquifer is very likely to dry up 
within the next twenty to thirty years and could be devoid of 
usable water as soon as 2020.14 Beyond the lack of regional 
cooperation, there is limited federal acknowledgement of the 
Aquifer’s overuse.15 While relevant federal bills have been 
introduced over the years, none have passed.16 Despite this 
failure, Congress has funded signi"cant research to investi-
gate the rate of the Aquifer’s depletion, alternative crop pro-
duction, and e=cient irrigation techniques as sustainable 
solutions.17 For example, the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
manages the Ogallala Initiative to explore methods to increase 
irrigation e=ciency and manage natural precipitation.18

11. See Verchick, supra note 4, at 18 (citing Erla Zwingle, Ogallala Aquifer: Well-
spring of the High Plains, N/'’. G+#7)/8(*9, Mar. 1993, at 99, 99–100).

12. See James H. Davenport, Less is More: A Limited Approach to Multi-State Man-
agement of Interstate Groundwater Basins, 12 U. D+25. W/'+) L. R+5. 139, 
166 (2008).

13. In his landmark work, Garrett Hardin coined the phrase “tragedy of the com-
mons” and explained how rational individuals will act in their own self-interest 
and consume as much of a resource as possible, ignoring the long-term bene"ts 
of restricting their use or negotiating with others to reach an agreement aimed 
at sustainability. See Garrett Hardin, !e Tragedy of the Commons, 162 S9*+29+ 
1243, 1243–44.

14. See Verchick, supra note 4; Erla Zwingle, Ogallala Aquifer: Wellspring of the 
High Plains, N/'’. G+#7)/8(*9, Mar. 1993, at 99, 99–100; see also Jim 
Goeke, Geologic and Hydrologic Overview of the Aquifer, in T(+ G)+/' P./*2, 
S%08#,*&0 :>>?: T(+ O7/.././ A@&*3+)—M/2/7*27 3#) D)#&7(' /2$ 
C.*0/'+ C(/27+ 6, 6–9 (Lori L. Triplett ed., 1997). See generally J#(2 O8*+, 
O7/.././: W/'+) 3#) / D)% L/2$ 5–6 (1993).

15. Verchick, supra note 4, at 21. See generally Sophocleous, supra note 5, at 560 
(noting that the U.S. government has historically deferred to states for water 
regulation).

16. See, e.g., High Plains Groundwater Resource Conservation Act, S. 3904, 111th 
Cong. (2010) (pending in committee, not forecasted as likely to pass or even 
get out of committee); High Plains Groundwater Resource Conservation Act, 
H.R. 3121, 107th Cong (2001); S. 1538, 107th Cong. (2001); Southern 
High Plains Groundwater Resource Conservation Act, S. 2755, 106th Cong. 
(2000).

17. E.g., High Plains Aquifer Hydrogeologic Characterization, Mapping, and 
Modeling Act, S. 212, 108th Cong. (2003); cf. Harvey O. Banks, Six-State 
High Plains–Ogallala Aquifer Area Regional Study, in W+,'+)2 W/'+) R+-
,#&)9+,: C#0*27 P)#1.+0, /2$ '(+ P#.*9% A.'+)2/'*5+,: A S%08#,*&0 
49–50, 52–57 (Fed. Reserve Bank of Kan. City ed., 1979), available at http://
www.kansascityfed.org/publicat/sympos/1979/S79BANKS-2.pdf (describ-
ing several federal and state studies involving the Ogallala Aquifer along with 
their speci"c objectives and tasks). See generally Lori L. Triplett, !e Ogallala 
Aquifers: Living in the Present, Planning for the Future, in T(+ G)+/' P./*2, 
S%08#,*&0 :>>>: T(+ O7/.././ A@&*3+)—S'+8, '# S&,'/*2/1*.*'% 13, 14 
(Lori L. Triplett ed., 1999).

18. See Little, supra note 9, at 37. See generally Ogallala Aquifer, U.S. D+8’' A7)*9., 
http://www.ogallala.ars.usda.gov (last updated Aug. 23, 2011).

Although consumption for drinking water19 and other 
personal uses certainly add to the overall problem, modern 
irrigation has allowed for virtually climate-free agriculture,20 
permitting the farming industry to thrive in the previously 
arid plains of the American Midwest.21 !e Midwest relies 
on groundwater from the Ogallala to irrigate vast acreage of 
harvestable crops.22 Even though this region will be impacted 
the most if the Ogallala Aquifer dries up, the status of the 
Aquifer remains a national concern because a substantial 
amount of the nation’s food supply is produced in states that 
rely on the Ogallala to irrigate crops and raise livestock;23 
each farmer in the Great Plains feeds almost 100 people.24

Not only does the Ogallala “provid[e] water for 27 per-
cent of the Nation’s irrigated agricultural lands,”25 it supplies 
nearly the entire Ogallala region with water for all uses.26 !e 
potential economic, environmental, and social consequences 
of the Ogallala drying up before the region is prepared are 
immense; the impact is dire by even the most conservative 
estimates.27 “!e fourteen million acres of crops overlying 
the aquifer comprise over one-"fth of the total annual har-
vest in the United States .4.4.4.”28 Without a steady source of 
groundwater for irrigation, the vast majority of these crops 
will not grow and upwards of $20 billion worth of food will 
be lost.29

Besides the environmental concerns that accompany arid 
land, it is conceivable that the Dust Bowl of the 1930s, or a 

19. See Sophocleous, supra note 5, at 559 (“!e aquifer also provides drinking 
water to 82% of the people who live within its boundaries, totaling 2.3 million 
according to .4.4. the 2000 census.” (citation omitted)).

20. Climate-free agriculture refers to the fact that crops needing a lot of water can 
still be grown in extremely arid regions such as the Midwest. See Triplett, supra 
note 17.

21. See Verchick, supra note 4, at 19–20.
22. Nathan Kettle, Lisa Harrington & John Harrington Jr., Groundwater Depletion 

and Agricultural Land Use Change in the High Plains: A Case Study from Wichita 
County, Kansas, 59 P)#3. G+#7)/8(+) 221, 222 (2007).

23. Little, supra note 9, at 32; see also Sophocleous, supra note 5, at 559 (citing 
Reagan Waskom, James Pritchett & Joel Schneekloth, Outlook on the High 
Plains Aquifer: What’s in Store for Irrigated Agriculture?, 11 P)#9. G)+/' P./*2, 
S#*. F+)'*.*'% C#23. 122 (2006)); cf. W*..*/0 A,(-#)'(, O7/.././ B.&+: 
W/'+) /2$ L*3+ #2 '(+ H*7( P./*2, 140–41 (2006).

24. See Verchick, supra note 4, at 20.
25. See D/5*$ W. L*'A+, U.S. G+#.#7*9/. S&)5+%, W/'+)-R+,#&)9+, I25+,'*-

7/'*#2, R+8#)' BB-CDEC, H*,'#)*9/. W/'+)-Q&/.*'% D/'/ 3#) '(+ H*7( 
P./*2, R+7*#2/. G)#&2$-W/'+) S'&$% A)+/ *2 C#.#)/$#, K/2,/,, N+-
1)/,A/, N+- M+F*9#, OA./(#0/, S#&'( D/A#'/, T+F/,, /2$ W%#0*27, 
:>GB–>;, at 1 (2001), available at http://pubs.usgs.gov/wri/wri00-4254/pdf/
wrir00-4254.pdf.

26. Dylan O. Drummond, Texas Groundwater Law in the Twenty-First Century: A 
Compendium of Historical Approaches, Current Problems, and Future Solutions 
Focusing on the High Plains Aquifer and the Panhandle, 4 T+F. T+9( J. T+F. A$-
0*2. L. 173, 179 (2003) (“[!e Ogallala] provides over ninety percent of the 
total water supplied to the Great Plains region as a whole.”); see also M/2H&./ 
V. G&)& 6 J/0+, E. H#)2+, K+)) C'). 3#) S&,'/*2/1.+ A7)*9., T(+ O7/.-
././ A@&*3+) 1 (2000), available at http://www.kerrcenter.com/publications/
ogallala_aquifer.pdf (explaining the wide use and importance of the Ogallala 
Aquifer in the region).

27. See Kettle, Harrington & Harrington, supra note 22.
28. Zellmer, supra note 8, at 386 (citing A,(-#)'(, supra note 23). 
29. See Little, supra note 9, at 32.
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more permanent drought, could have a modern recurrence.30 
Some scientists contend that the current drought is just part 
of a long overdue cyclical “megadrought”31 or slightly smaller 
regional drought, and that modern technology—speci!-
cally the use of irrigation—has delayed it until now.32 While 
the exact volume of groundwater remaining in the Aqui-
fer is a relative uncertainty, the resource is indeed limited 
and groundwater levels are dropping steadily.33 Whether a 
diminished supply of groundwater results from a temporary 
drought or a permanent one, the immediate consequences 
are unchanged: "e Midwest faces losing virtually all of its 
economic base and a resulting !nancial crisis equal to that 
of the Great Depression.34 Given the already unstable state 
of the national economy,35 the additional consequences of a 
regional depression could be staggering.36

Unfortunately, the predicament of the Ogallala is not 
unique37 and the hastened depletion of limited resources due 
to common ownership is by no means a new problem.38 As 
humans continue to use natural resources rapidly and the 
disappearance of particular resources threatens our way of 
life, successful approaches to preventing this phenomenon 
become critical. Considering the potential crisis posed by the 
depletion of the Ogallala Aquifer, as set out above, it is clear 
that some type of action is necessary.

"is Note presents the Aquifer as an illustration of the 
classic tragedy of the commons and provides a discussion 
of possible solutions. First, Part I will provide context by 
describing traditional principles of groundwater ownership. 
It will then focus speci!cally on the doctrines used by the 
Ogallala states and how inconsistency between states fur-
ther complicates the commons problem. Next, Part II will 
compare three broad approaches to regulating shared nat-
ural resources to determine which is best for the Ogallala, 
exploring a primarily state-level approach, multistate col-
laboration, and a primarily federal approach in turn. Each 

30. See Quirin Schiermeier, Mega-Drought !reat to US Southwest, N#$%&' (Feb. 
23, 2011), http://www.nature.com/news/2011/110223/full/news.2011.120.
html.

31. See Verchick, supra note 4, at 16–17 (citing Curt Suplee, Past Pattern Suggests a 
Future “Megadrought,” W#(). P*($, Dec. 21, 1998, at A3).

32. Id. at 19–20.
33. Little, supra note 9, at 32.
34. Stephen White, Ogallala Oases: Water Use, Population Redistribution, and Policy 

Implications in the High Plains of Western Kansas, 1980–1990, 84 A++#,( A((’+ 
A-. G'*.&#/)'&( 29, 43; cf. Little, supra note 9, at 32.

35. "e recession has actually been good for the farming industry due to high crop 
prices. See What Recession? It’s Boom Time For Nebraska Farms, NPR (Feb. 25, 
2011), http://m.npr.org/news/front/134054231. However, without crops to 
sell, the region would experience grave losses.

36. See Patrick E. Corbett, !e Overlooked Farm Crisis: Our Rapidly Depleting Wa-
ter Supply, 61 N*$&' D#-' L. R'0. 454, 454–551(1986).

37. Tragedy-of-the-commons scenarios are quite common with natural resources. 
See, e.g., Je2rey S. Dornbos, Capping the Bottle on Uncertainty: Closing !e In-
formation Loophole in !e Great Lakes–St. Lawrence River Basin Water Resources 
Compact, 60 C#(' W. R'(. L. R'0. 1211, 1221–22 (2010) (describing overuse 
of water from the Great Lakes); Alison Rieser, Prescriptions for the Commons: 
Environmental Scholarship and the Fishing Quotas Debate, 23 H#&0. E+0$,. L. 
R'0. 393, 393–97 (1999) (over!shing by commercial businesses is depleting 
world !sheries); Barton H. "ompson, Jr., Tragically Di"cult: !e Obstacles 
to Governing the Commons, 30 E+0$,. L. 241, 247–56 (2000) (providing ex-
amples of tragedies of the commons including the Ogallala, world !sheries, 
and the atmosphere).

38. See supra note 13 and accompanying text.

section will include a concrete example to show how these 
approaches have been used to address comparable problems 
and to explore the relevant advantages and disadvantages of 
the approach in general, and for the Ogallala in particular. 
"is scrutiny will lay the groundwork for the eventual solu-
tion proposed by this Note.

Following the analysis, Part III will o2er a proposed solu-
tion: a hybrid approach comprised of three tiers: (1) a multi-
state agreement among the eight states overlying the Aquifer, 
(2) federal enforcement through codi!cation of the multi-
state agreement or judicial apportionment of the groundwa-
ter supply, and (3) local involvement in the planning process 
and direct local control through ongoing monitoring and 
active management. O2ering a superior plan, the hybrid 
approach combines the best parts of the previous models: 
the democratic and intimate nature of a regional agreement, 
the uniform consequences from federal enforcement of the 
regional agreement, and the community accountability cre-
ated by local supervision. Given the ambitious scale of such 
a solution, this section will also consider alternatives such as 
innovative irrigation technology and planting more arid, cli-
mate-friendly crops. Finally, in Part IV, this Note recognizes 
that while the hybrid approach is ideal, the Aquifer’s supply 
is quickly dwindling and any action is better than no action 
at all.

I. Background

Natural-resource regulation is complex because there are mul-
tiple layers of controls at the local, state, and federal levels.39 
"e already hazy question of who is the primary regulator 
(or who is to blame when the resource disappears) becomes 
increasingly muddled when the resource itself extends and 
can move across boundaries, which is the case with the Ogal-
lala.40 “[A]ll water ‘resides’ somewhere. Its residence within 
any state makes that water an intrastate resource. But, as a 
portion of a resource that resides in more than one state, it is 
also an interstate resource.”41 "us, to successfully address the 
depletion of the Ogallala, it is !rst necessary to understand 
the unique complexity of shared groundwater.42

"is section will provide background on groundwater—
what it is, how it is de!ned legally, and the approaches to 
groundwater ownership used by the Ogallala states. "is will 
provide a basis for the evaluation of resource management 
models presented in Part II.

A. What Is Groundwater?

Groundwater is “water that !lls the cracks and pores of rocks 
and sediments that lie beneath the surface of the earth.”43 
Aquifers such as the Ogallala are not, as one might envision, 
giant, underground lakes, but rather permeable “layers of soil, 

39. Davenport, supra note 12, at 146.
40. Id.
41. Id.
42. Id.
43. T)' G&*%+34#$'& F*%+3., G&*%+34#$'& B#(56( (n.d.), available at http://

www.groundwater.org/gi/docs/GWBASICS2.pdf (last visited Feb. 2, 2012).
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sand and rocks .4.4. that allow water to Iow through.”44 When 
water trickles down (e.g., from rain, snowmelt, or excess crop 
irrigation) through the surface, it replenishes some of the 
original supply, or recharges the aquifer.45 !e recharge rate 
varies depending on “the size of the spaces in the soil or rock 
and how well the spaces are connected.”46 A problem known 
as overdrafting arises when water is drawn from the aquifer 
faster than it can be recharged.47 As described above, this is 
precisely the problem with the Ogallala: It will take an esti-
mated 6,000 years to re"ll, and parts of it have already been 
completely depleted.48

Although groundwater is technically underneath alienable 
property, the rights to it are not necessarily included in the nor-
mal bundle of property rights.49 As such, it remains di=cult 
to con"rm ownership rights because there are many di<er-
ent approaches, or rules, for determining ownership.50 Further 
complicating the issue is the fact that groundwater occurs 
naturally in various forms—commonly categorized as under-
ground streams51 and percolating groundwater52—and few 
of the more traditional approaches to ownership di<erentiate 
between types of groundwater, though modern state ground-
water codes occasionally incorporate these distinctions.53

B. Groundwater Ownership in the Ogallala States

Collectively, the Ogallala states take an active approach to 
regulating the portion of the Aquifer underlying their ter-
ritory; however, these approaches are not uniform across 
states.54 Fortunately, although each state’s rule is slightly dif-
ferent, many of the states use the same overarching princi-
ple.55 Only Texas follows an entirely di<erent method.56

44. See U.S. G+#.#7*9/. S&)5+%, O8+2-F*.+ R+8#)' >G-JCG, W(/' I, G)#&2$-
-/'+)K (reprt. 2001), available at http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/1993/ofr93-643/
pdf/ofr93-643.pdf.

45. Id.
46. Id.
47. !ompson, supra note 37, at 249.
48. See Little, supra note 9, at 32.
49. 6 J/0+, B. W/$.+%, T(#08,#2 #2 R+/. P)#8+)'% §4 50.03(b) (David A. 

!omas ed., 2d ed. 2003) (noting that although water rights are real property 
interests, there is no ownership in the actual water); see also Sophocleous, supra 
note 5, at 563 (distinguishing the right to use water from the right to own land 
based on the di<erences between the physical properties of the two assets).

50. See Sophocleous, supra note 5, at 563–64 (contrasting various doctrines of 
groundwater ownership).

51. When groundwater is con"ned in a discrete channel or watercourse, it is cat-
egorized as an underground stream. See Tampa Waterworks Co. v. Cline, 20 
So. 780, 783–84 (Fla. 1896); see also Koch v. Wick, 87 So. 2d 47, 48 (Fla. 
1956).

52. Groundwater that occurs in a dispersed, unconsolidated state is categorized as 
percolating groundwater. See, e.g., 331 - 32 quer)g/?tabid=18031. Clinch"eld 
Coal Corp. v. Compton, 139 S.E. 308, 311 (Va. 1927).

53. See 6 W/$.+%, supra note 49, §450.11(i). For example, Colorado has three dif-
ferent classes of groundwater: (1) groundwater which is tributary to a stream; 
(2) groundwater that is not tributary to a stream, but which is identi"ed as 
“designated groundwater;” and (3) groundwater that is not tributary to a 
stream, which is identi"ed as simply “non-tributary groundwater.” C#.#. R+5. 
S'/'. §437-90-103(6)(a), (10.5) (2011).

54. See Sophocleous, supra note 5, at 560. See generally Davenport, supra note 12, 
at 166.

55. See Davenport, supra note 12, at 160–66 tbl.1 (citing A.%,#2 G#&.$, 
N/'’. C#23+)+29+ #3 S'/'+ L+7*,./'&)+,, F*3'% S'/'+ C#08/)*,#2 O3 
W/'+) W*'($)/-/. R+7&./'*#2, (2009), available at http://www.ncsl.
org/?tabid=18031).

56. Id. at 165.

By far, the most common groundwater-ownership rule for 
Ogallala states—used by New Mexico, Oklahoma, South 
Dakota, Kansas, and Wyoming—is the appropriative rights 
rule.57 !is rule allows anyone to establish rights to withdraw 
water, notwithstanding their ownership of land.58 Origi-
nating from doctrines of surface-water rights, anyone who 
diverts the water and puts it to bene"cial use earns rights to 
it; today, the process is usually more formalized through state 
permitting systems.59 However, because there is no control-
ling federal law for groundwater rights, complications arise 
from minor variations in state codes, especially when grand-
fathered rights were established prior to enactment of state 
permitting statutes.60

Texas is the only Ogallala state that still follows the ear-
liest approach to groundwater ownership rights: absolute 
ownership.61 Under this theory, water beneath the surface of 
the land is part of the land itself and is therefore included 
in the ownership rights of the landowner.62 An owner can 
extract unlimited amounts of water without any liabil-
ity to others,63 unless the extraction of certain water is for 
the express intent to injure others or otherwise maliciously 
meddle with a water supply.64 !is approach follows the rule 
of capture in traditional property law: It is acceptable for a 
landowner to withdraw water from groundwater on his prop-
erty even if it diminishes the water supply of a downstream 
neighbor.65 !e Texas Supreme Court addressed this issue 
directly, explaining that if a property owner “intercepts or 
drains o< the water collected from the underground springs 
in his neighbor’s well, this inconvenience to his neighbor .4.4. 
cannot become the ground of an action.”66

Nebraska blends two approaches: the reasonable-use and 
the correlative-rights approaches.67 Under the American or 
reasonable-use rule, water is still owned by the overlying 
landowner, but any extracted water must be used on or for 
the bene"t of the overlying land in a way that is reasonably 
related to the natural use of the land.68 !e correlative-rights 
approach takes this idea a step further and allows for all 
landowners over a common pool of groundwater to share an 
equal right to make use of the water in the pool.69 Shares are 

57. Id. at 164–66.
58. Id. at 159–60; accord John C. Peck, Protecting the Ogallala Aquifer in Kansas 

from Depletion: !e Teaching Perspective, 24 J. L/2$ R+,#&)9+, 6 E25'.. L. 
349, 349 (2004) (actual requirements for permits vary by state).

59. See Davenport, supra note 12, at 159–60; see also Dean Baxtresser, Note, An-
tiques Roadshow: !e Common Law and the Coming Age of Groundwater Mar-
keting, 108 M*9(. L. R+5. ??G, ?;G (DB:B).

60. See Davenport, supra note 12, at 158.
61. See S. Plains Lamesa R.R. v. High Plains Underground Water Conservation 

Dist. No. 1, 52 S.W.3d 770, 779 (Tex. App. 2001); see also W/$.+%, supra note 
49, §§450.02(g), 50.11(e).

62. See Acton v. Blundell, (1843) 152 Eng. Rep. 1223 (Ct. Exchequer) 1226; 12 
Meeson & Welsby 324, 331–32; see also Bollinger v. Henry, 375 S.W.2d 161 
(Mo. 1966).

63. Wilson v. City of New Bedford, 108 Mass. 261, 265 (1871).
64. St. Amand v. Lehman, 47 S.E. 949, 949 (Ga. 1904).
65. Wilson, 108 Mass. at 265.
66. Houston & T. C. Ry. Co. v. East, 81 S.W. 279, 280 (Tex. 1904).
67. Davenport, supra note 12, at 164.
68. Forbell v. City of New York, 58 N.E. 644, 645–46 (N.Y. 1900).
69. Katz v. Walkinshaw, 70 P. 663, 665 (Cal. 1902).
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either equally apportioned among the landowners or doled 
out in proportion to the amount of o verlying land owned.70

Table 1. Groundwater-Ownership 
Doctrines of the Ogallala States

State Groundwater Approach
Colorado Appropriative rights (including tributary ground-

water)a

Kansas Appropriative rightsb

Nebraska Correlative rights / reasonable use (managed by 
natural-resource districts)c

New Mexico Appropriative rightsd

Oklahoma Appropriative rightse

South Dakota Appropriative rightsf

Texas Absolute ownership / rule of captureg

Wyoming Appropriative rightsh

a.  Colo. Rev. Stat. § 37-82-103 (2011).
b.  Kan. Stat. Ann. § 82a-705 (1997 & Supp. 2009).
c.  Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 46-636 to -637, -642 (2010).
d.  N.M. Stat. Ann. §§ 72-5-6, -12-3(E) (2011).
e.  Okla. Stat. tit. 82, §§ 105.12, 1020.9 (2011).
f.  S.D. Codified Laws § 46-6-6.1 (2011).
g.  Tex. Water Code Ann. § 36.002 (2011).
h.  Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 41-3-905 (2011).

!e approaches described in Table 1 are by no means 
exhaustive;71 they are merely those that are most relevant 
to the states overlying the Ogallala.72 Today, the principles 
of the traditional approaches have been incorporated into 
diverse modern systems.73 !ese uni"ed systems do not 
distinguish between surface water and groundwater (i.e., 
all water is subject to the same rules of ownership rights).74 
Some states have adopted codes that manage groundwater, 
but only within small regions in the state.75 !ese areawide 
management systems often isolate particular geographic dis-
tricts, especially regions where there is a public or adminis-
trative designation of the area as “critical” due to overuse of 
the water supply.76 For example, Kansas designates intensive-
groundwater-use control areas, which are then subject to 
more stringent groundwater-extraction requirements when 
the chief engineer determines that the rate of groundwater 
withdrawal exceeds the recharge rate in a certain region.77

70. Id.
71. See generally Davenport, supra note 12, at 164–66.
72. Another common approach is posited in R+,'/'+0+2' (S+9#2$) #3 T#)', 

§§4857–858 (1979). !ese sections address groundwater withdrawals, com-
bining surface-water reasonable uses with the American rule. See id. However, 
the Restatement approach di<ers signi"cantly with correlative rights because 
it does not purport that the amount (and perhaps geographic location) of land 
should correlate with groundwater rights. Id. !e Restatement rule aims to 
balance the interests of competing users by looking at more elements of rea-
sonableness (generally a broader view). Id. None of the Ogallala states follow 
the Restatement de"nition of ownership; this has only been adopted by three 
states: Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin. 6 W/$.+%, supra note 49, §450.11(h).

73. 6 W/$.+%, supra note 49, §450.02(g).
74. Id.
75. E.g., Leland E. Rolfs, Comparing and Contrasting the Roles of the Division of 

Water Resources and the Groundwater Management Districts in Groundwater 
Management and Regulation, 15 K/2. J.L. 6 P&1. P#.’% 505, 507–08 (2006).

76. Id.; see, e.g., W*,. S'/'. §4293.65(3) (2010) (requiring a permit when the ca-
pacity of the well and rate of withdrawal exceeds 100,000 gallons per day).

77. See, e.g., K/2. S'/'. A22. §482a-1038 (1997 & Supp. 2010).

!e lack of a uniform ownership doctrine helps to explain 
how the tragedy of the commons applies to the Ogallala 
Aquifer.78 Because Texas abides by the absolute-ownership 
rule, which allows a landowner to take as much water as he 
or she wants,79 neighboring Oklahoma has no guarantee that 
the groundwater will still be there when residents need it, 
even if they abide by strict conservation rules. !e next sec-
tion will discuss three di<erent approaches, and their rela-
tive merits, to managing the Aquifer’s groundwater supply to 
avoid depletion through overdrafting.

II. Analysis

A creative and e<ective solution to the drying-up of the Ogal-
lala Aquifer must be informed by successful and unsuccessful 
approaches to the management of other commons. Although 
a number of models could be used to illustrate broad cat-
egories of shared resource-management techniques, this 
Note will present three examples, classi"ed as follows: (A) 
primarily state, (B) multistate collaboration, and (C) primar-
ily federal.80 Each of these models o<ers a potential solution 
for the problem of the disappearing Aquifer, but they are all 
accompanied by substantial challenges as well. !is section 
will introduce each broad approach in turn, accompanied by 
a real-world example. Next will follow a discussion of advan-
tages and disadvantages of each model and recommended 
application of those lessons to the Ogallala.

A. Managing the Ogallala Through State Regulation

Under the primarily state approach, a resource is actively reg-
ulated by the state in which the resource exists.81 Under this 
model, while the federal government may have some indirect 
authority, it does not seek overt control over the resource or 
activities relating to it through speci"c regulation.82 “[M]
ost environmental resources are state resources”83—indeed, 
many states have ownership rights to their natural resources 
written into their constitutions.84 !us, a state-oriented regu-
latory approach seems both straightforward and ideal.85 For 
example, after a 1998 water-allocation dispute with Kansas,86 

78. Benjamin R. Vance, Total Aquifer Management: A New Approach to Groundwa-
ter Protection, 30 U.S.F. L. R+5. 803, 807 (1996).

79. Id.
80. !ese categories are by no means exhaustive, but provide a framework within 

which to analyze the issue at hand.
81. For a discussion of state authority to regulate water usage, see Davenport, supra 

note 12, at 143–45.
82. For example, “No single federal statute comprehensively regulates the use of 

groundwater4.4.4.4. Instead, at least sixteen federal laws address groundwater in 
some way.” Vance, supra note 78 at 805–06 (footnotes omitted).

83. Caleb A. Ja<e, Tragedy of the Wetlands Commons: What the Virginia Nontidal 
Wetlands Resources Act Says About the Future of Environmental Regulation, 20 
V/. E25'.. L.J. 329, 330 (2001).

84. See, e.g., C#.#. C#2,'. art. XVI, §45; W%#. C#2,'. art. VIII, §41.
85. See Sophocleous, supra note 5, at 560. See generally Robert H. Abrams, Inter-

state Water Allocation: A Contemporary Primer for Eastern States, DE U. A)A. 
L*''.+ R#9A L. R+5. 155, 155–56 (2002).

86. See First Report of the Special Master at 44–45, Kansas v. Nebraska, 530 U.S. 
1272 (Jan. 28, 2000) (No. 126, Original), 2000 WL 35789995 at *44–45 
(recommending that groundwater be included in general water allocation); 
Sophocleous, supra note 5, at 565.
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Nebraska enacted new legislation87 and dramatically changed 
state water law to include both surface water and groundwa-
ter in supply determinations.88 Because Nebraska had com-
plete control over the resources, it was able to act unilaterally 
and swiftly to "x the problem, instead of waiting for approval 
from a separate governing body.89

By narrowing the scope of control, the primarily state 
approach is more democratic and e=cient.90 !is model best 
represents the interests of the state because there are fewer 
competing interests (e.g., interest groups and citizens from 
other states).91 With a smaller population to cater to, it is eas-
ier to reach a meaningful and representational compromise.92 
Following the same logic, a state is better able to understand 
the complex issues at a more detailed level and tailor solu-
tions to state-speci"c needs93 because its control is limited 
by political boundaries.94 And involving states in the pro-
cess of creating and structuring the management approach 
incentivizes their further involvement and strengthens their 
commitment to the ultimate solution.95 !is process-own-
ership incentive extends to the actual management as well: 
Localized control over the resource allows the state increased 
Iexibility to respond e=ciently to unanticipated problems.96

Yet, there are substantial problems with this approach as 
applied to the Ogallala Aquifer. Although heightened local 
control is a strong point of this approach, it can be coun-
tered with a major weakness: the tendency of states to yield 
to special interests or economic pressures.97 Instead of aim-
ing for the ideal environmental outcome, states commonly 
experiment with di<erent types of regulatory controls in 
order to please voters.98 Moreover, while states can regulate 
the resources within their boundaries inde"nitely, they can-
not impose laws on other states or force other states to yield 

87. Act of Apr. 15, 2004, 2004 Neb. Laws 320 (2004) (codi"ed as amended in 
scattered sections of N+1. R+5. S'/'. chs. 2, 46, 61, 66 & 77).

88. Appropriation Status, L#-+) P./''+ N. N/'. R+,#&)9+, D*,')*9', http://
www.lpnnrd.org/projects/water/gwma/approp_status.html (last visited Feb. 4, 
2012).

89. Id.
90. Ja<e, supra note 83, at 336 (“Local control is more democratic, more e=cient, 

and better at creating a sense of community—all three of which improve envi-
ronmental decision-making.”).

91. See Robert H. Bathrick, Resource Management: Lands & Forests, 7 A.1. L.J. S9*. 
6 T+9(. 159, 168–70 (1996).

92. See Gerald E. Frug, !e City as a Legal Concept, >G H/)5. L. R+5. 1057, 1069 
(1980). See generally N.Y. State Comm’n on Gov’t Integrity, Restoring the Pub-
lic Trust: A Blueprint for Government Integrity, 18 F#)$(/0 U)1. L.J. 173, 
197–99 (1990) (discussing public involvement and government).

93. !e advantage here is a solution created by people closer to (and often part 
of ) the impacted community as opposed to far-removed bureaucrats who may 
read reports and understand the issues intellectually, but may not know (or 
care) what is important to the community.

94. See Ja<e, supra note 83, at 330, 360.
95. See Sherry R. Arnstein, A Ladder of Citizen Participation, 35 J. A0. I2,'. P./2-

2+), 216, 216 (1969).
96. See Charles M. Tiebout, A Pure !eory of Local Expenditures, 64 J. P#.. E9#2. 

416, 420–22 (1956). 
97. See Ja<e, supra note 83, at 338 (“[S]tate governments lack ‘the "nancial, sci-

enti"c, political and legal’ resources to resist internal development interests.” 
(quoting Oliver A. Houck & Michael Rolland, Federalism in Wetlands Regula-
tion: A Consideration of Delegation of Clean Water Act Section 404 and Related 
Programs to the States, 54 M$. L. R+5. 1242, 1252 (1995))).

98. Id. at 337–38.

to their adopted laws.99 New Mexico, for instance, cannot 
force Texas to revise its groundwater ownership rules and 
adopt state permitting statutes. So, even if one state cre-
ates an e<ective solution, the others may still draw from the 
Aquifer at the same rate, or faster, and the resource will be 
depleted.100 Because states cannot issue laws that are binding 
on each other, they cannot solve a multistate problem alone; 
interstate conIicts can only be resolved with the assistance 
of external parties via interstate compact, judicial apportion-
ment, or federal legislation.101 Such resolutions, however, 
do nothing to prevent future conIicts or the consumption 
of scarce resources because they are merely an allocation of 
existing resources.102 While local decisionmaking is strong 
under a primarily state approach, and while abstractly there 
is nothing wrong with a purely state solution for the manage-
ment of natural resources, the fact remains that the Ogallala 
Aquifer lies under the borders of eight states.103 In the end, 
the preceding discussion has shown that a primarily state 
approach is not particularly e<ective for resources like the 
Ogallala that extend across state lines.

B. Managing the Ogallala Through a Multistate 
Agreement

Given that the Ogallala extends across many state borders, 
a multistate model appears more promising to achieve sus-
tainable management of the Aquifer.104 Under a multistate 
collaborative approach, two or more states collaborate to 
manage a common resource that transcends their political 
borders through a formal agreement such as a cooperative 
management agreement, memorandum of understanding, 
or other joint arrangement.105 A few scholars have explored 
this approach in other contexts, referring to it as “cooperative 
horizontal federalism.”106 It is essentially a modi"ed state-

99. See Davenport, supra note 12, at 142 (citing Kansas v. Colorado, 206 U.S. 46, 
97–98 (1907)).

100. As discussed supra Part I.B, each state has a di<erent approach to groundwater-
ownership rights, as well as di<erent uses and needs for water. !is is the crux 
of the bigger problem; with no incentive to stop after they have their fair share, 
the Ogallala states need stronger enforcement to prevent the draining of the 
Aquifer and the tragedy of the commons.

101. See Noah D. Hall, Toward a New Horizontal Federalism: Interstate Water Man-
agement in the Great Lakes Region, 77 U. C#.#. L. R+5. 405, 410 (2006).

102. Rex A. Mann, A Horizontal Federalism Solution to the Management of Interstate 
Aquifers: Considering an Interstate Compact for the High Plains Aquifer, 88 T+F. 
L. R+5. 391, 405–06 (2009).

103. Verchick, supra note 4 at 17.
104. In fact, three of the eight Ogallala states—Kansas, Nebraska, and Colorado—

entered into a multistate compact regarding water-supply allocation in the 
1940s: the Republican River Compact, Pub. L. No. 78-60, 57 Stat. 86, 86 
(1943), available at http://water.state.co.us/wateradmin/compacts/rrcompact.
pdf.

105. !e term interstate compact has also been used to describe such an agreement. 
See Hall, supra note 101, at 407–13 (describing interstate compacts). While 
the general constitutionality of interstate compacts is beyond the scope of this 
note and will not be addressed, these compacts can be valid when approved by 
Congress. U.S. C#2,'. art. I, §410, cl. 3. For further discussion on the topic, 
see Marlissa Briggetts, State Supremacy in the Federal Realm: !e Interstate Com-
pact, 18 B.C. E25'.. A33. L. R+5. 751 (1991).

106. See Hall, supra note 101, at 406 (“Cooperative horizontal federalism is an 
approach in which states jointly develop common minimum legal standards 
(substantive and/or procedural) to manage a shared resource, but leave the in-
dividual states with the Iexibility and autonomy to administer those standards 
under state law.”).
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only approach that includes the interests of all relevant states 
instead of just one.107

In the late 1980s, the State of Georgia signed an agree-
ment with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers allocating 
a signi"cant amount of river water to the residents of the 
quickly growing city of Atlanta.108 Both Alabama109 and 
Florida110 subsequently sued the Army Corps of Engineers, 
seeking an injunction to preserve a minimum Iow from the 
river for their states out of concern that Atlanta would use 
more than its share.111 !e Army Corps studied the water 
needs of all three states,112 but before the study was com-
pleted, the parties reached an agreement.113 !is agreement, 
the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River Basin Compact 
(“ACF Compact”), was a compromise between Alabama, 
Georgia, and Florida creating a regional water-planning 
authority, the ACF Basin Commission, to negotiate water 
allocations between the states.114 !e ACF Compact reIected 
the interests of all three states, their respective uses for the 
water and negotiated allocations, and the plan for initial 
implementation.

Multistate compacts allow for regional solutions to 
regional problems.115 Such agreements are often cited as the 
preferred method for shared-resource conIicts116 because 
they o<er Iexibility, local expertise, and strong enforcement 
mechanisms.117 Similar to the primarily state approach, a 
multistate collaborative approach maintains localized control 
and allows the impacted parties to be in charge of the negoti-
ation process to create a palatable solution.118 Local expertise 
is crucial to understanding the unique challenges of a region 
as well as which solutions are most likely to be publicly sup-
ported, fair, and e<ective.119 “[F]ederal government agen-
cies and o=cials are removed from the states’ interests, both 

107. See id.
108. Je<rey Uhlman Beaverstock, Learning to Get Along: Alabama, Georgia, Florida 

and the Chattahoochee River Compact, 49 A./. L. R+5. 993, 993 (1998) (citing 
River Rivalry, T(+ E9#2#0*,', Mar. 30, 1991, at 26).

109. Id. at 994 (citing Complaint, Alabama v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, 357 F. 
Supp. 2d 1313 (N.D. Ala. June 28, 1990) (No. CV-90-H-01331-E)).

110. See id. (citing Mike Williams, Florida Seafood Workers Fear Being Left High and 
Dry in Water War; Compromise Sought over Chattahoochee Tri-State Tug of War, 
A'./2'/ J. & C#2,'., Aug. 9, 1991, at 4F).

111. See id. (citing Complaint at 10–11, Alabama v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, 
357 F. Supp. 2d 1313 (N.D. Ala. June 28, 1990) (No. CV-90-H-01331-E)).

112. Dustin S. Stephenson, !e Tri-State Compact: Falling Waters and Fading Op-
portunities, 16 J. L/2$ U,+ 6 E25'.. L. 83, 88 (2000) (citing Jay Reeves, States 
Sign a Cease-Fire in Water War, M/9#2 T+.+7)/8(, Jan. 4, 1992, at 1).

113. See id. See generally Charles Seabrook, Heading O" a Tri-State Water War, A'-
./2'/ J. 6 C#2,'., Feb. 19, 1998, at C1.

114. !e agreement actually consists of three identical bills simultaneously passed in 
each of the states, 1997 Ala. Acts 91 (codi"ed at A./. C#$+ §433-19-1 (2011)); 
1997 Fla. Laws 153 (codi"ed at F./. S'/'. §4373.69 (2011)); 1997 Ga. Laws 
29 (codi"ed at G/. C#$+ A22. §412-10-100 (2011)), that were eventually 
rati"ed by Congress and President Clinton, Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint 
River Basin Compact, Pub. L. No. 105-104, 111 Stat. 2219 (1997). See gener-
ally Beaverstock, supra note 108; Stephenson, supra note 112.

115. Christi Davis & Douglas M. Branson, Interstate Compacts in Commerce and 
Industry: A Proposal for “Common Markets Among States,” 23 V'. L. R+5. 133, 
143 (1998).

116. W*..*/0 G#.$3/)1, W/'+) L/- 53 (2d ed. 1988) (stating that although the 
Supreme Court has used judicial apportionment at times, it has more often 
discouraged lawsuits and favored interstate compacts).

117. See Stephenson, supra note 112, at 99.
118. See Beaverstock, supra note 108, at 1003.
119. See Stephenson, supra note 112, at 94 (“Congress is usually not very well in-

formed about a particular region’s water problems. .4 .4 . [M]ost members of 

physically and politically. .4.4. !e interstate compact provides 
a state with the opportunity to o<set federal insensitivity.”120 
Finally, a multistate agreement acts as a check on each ratio-
nal actor (the participating states) and forces them to look 
at the long-term sustainability and consequences of their 
resource use, making them accountable to each other and to 
the binding agreement.121

Nevertheless, there are signi"cant barriers to creating 
an e<ective multistate agreement including: agreeing on a 
default groundwater-ownership doctrine, state acquiescence, 
and various practical hurdles (e.g., the physical connection 
between surface water and groundwater, and the limited 
scope of the agreement to groundwater).122 Many of the 
states adhere to the same doctrine of groundwater owner-
ship, but Texas and, to a lesser extent, Nebraska, do not.123 
Although seven of the eight states may have an easier time 
sorting out the more minor appropriative-rights variations, 
convincing Texas to completely ignore its system of absolute 
property rights in groundwater may prove di=cult.124 Fur-
ther, the groundwater in the Ogallala is not spread evenly 
among the states.125 !us, states will also have to "nd middle 
ground on apportionment (i.e., how the estimated propor-
tion of the Aquifer underlying a state relates to its ultimate 
allocation).126 Before the point that an interstate compact has 
become law, a chief concern of the multistate approach is 
its voluntary nature. Once approved, an interstate compact 
will be binding, but states are under no obligation to partici-
pate in the "rst place, and state nonacquiescence is a major 
potential obstacle.127 “Unfortunately, if a state does not want 
to join an interstate compact it cannot be forced to, as an 
interstate compact is a voluntary agreement entered into by 
the states.”128 To use the obvious example again, Texas may 
abstain from an agreement in order to maintain the status 
quo in Texas of absolute ownership.129

Beyond participation and doctrinal conformity, there are 
major practical concerns about interstate compacts’ time 
constraints, strict terms, and the continued presence of spe-
cial interests.130 To create the agreement in the "rst place, the 
states will have to negotiate the terms, as discussed above. 
Anything but swift, “[t]hese initial negotiations can be very 
complex, expensive, and time consuming.”131 Moreover, states 
may be wary of any agreements with strict terms that for-
bid them from acting unilaterally under any circumstances, 

Congress have little or no interest in water problems speci"c to a relatively 
localized region.” (footnotes omitted)).

120. Davis & Branson, supra note 115, at 144.
121. Mann, supra note 102, at 405–06; see also Davis & Branson, supra note 115, at 

145.
122. See Mann, supra note 102, at 410–12.
123. See Davenport, supra note 12, at 144–45.
124. Id.
125. David Kromm & Stephen White, Interstate Groundwater Management Pref-

erence Di"erences: !e Ogallala Region, 86 J. G+#7)/8(% 5, 6 (stating that 
Nebraska has 77% of all the estimated Ogallala water, Texas 9%, Kansas 8%, 
Colorado 3%, Oklahoma 2%, and New Mexico 1%). 

126. See Stephenson, supra note 112, at 98.
127. See Davis & Branson, supra note 115, at 137.
128. See Mann, supra note 102 at 412.
129. Id.
130. See Stephenson, supra note 112, at 100.
131. Id.
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or that disregard any need for wiggle room.132 Finally, each 
state’s representative will bring that state’s concerns to the 
table, including special interests and economic pressure.133 
!is does not eliminate the concern of the primarily state 
approach at all; if anything, it exacerbates it by multiply-
ing the number of special interests.134 Given these pressures, 
the Ogallala states may be unwilling or virtually unable to 
work collaboratively either themselves or through councils or 
management boards without a push from the federal govern-
ment.135 !us, unless the federal government steps in or the 
states join together voluntarily, the principal obstacle to mul-
tistate collaboration may be reaching an agreement. Without 
participation from all Ogallala states, the e<ectiveness of a 
multistate approach would be very uncertain.

C. Managing the Ogallala Through Federal Regulation

While state or multistate e<orts to regulate use of the Ogal-
lala Aquifer may more e<ectively address local interests,136 
a resource that transcends state lines seems better suited for 
uniform federal management. Under a primarily federal 
approach, a shared resource is actively and purposefully man-
aged at the federal level, either through legislative or judicial 
apportionment.137 Over the years, Congress has considered, 
and occasionally passed, laws speci"cally directed at the 
Ogallala; however, these bills aimed to study the situation, 
not to manage the resource.138 To date, there is no compre-
hensive federal statutory scheme for groundwater in general, 
let alone the Ogallala speci"cally, although it is covered cir-
cuitously in other major laws.139

In 2010, then-Senator Sam Brownback of Kansas intro-
duced the High Plains Groundwater Resource Conservation 

132. See Davis & Branson, supra note 115, at 46.
133. See Stephenson, supra note 112, at 100.
134. Id.
135. Equitable apportionment by the Supreme Court could be substituted as a fed-

eral enforcement mechanism in place of legislation by Congress. !is option 
will be addressed in the later section on alternatives, but it could also be used 
here to threaten states into adopting a multistate agreement. See Mann, supra 
note 102; see also Kansas v. Colorado, 206 U.S. 46 (1907) (adjudicating a con-
troversy between the two states regarding the Arkansas River); Hall, supra note 
101 (describing federalism in Great Lakes–St. Lawrence River Basin Water 
Resources Compact).

136. See Stephenson, supra note 112, at 94. 
137. Id. at 93–97. !is note will not address judicial apportionment as part of 

the federal approach. While this method has historically been used for water 
disputes between states, an eight-state apportionment solution presents a sig-
ni"cant challenge for courts in terms of cost, expertise, and monitoring the 
solution. For further discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of judi-
cial apportionment of interstate resources, see Stephenson, supra note 112, at 
95–97.

138. See e.g., Water4Resources Research4Act4of41964, Pub. L. No. 88-379, 78 Stat. 
329 (1964) (repealed 1978) (promoting contracts or cooperative agreements to 
carry out water resources research, development, and demonstration projects); 
see also Reauthorization of the Water Resources Research Act of 1984, Pub. L. 
No. 101-397, 104 Stat. 852 (1990) (authorizing appropriations to extend the 
technology grant program from FY 1990 through 1995).

139. E.g., Safe Drinking Water Act, 42 U.S.C. §§4300f–300j-26 (2006 & Supp. 
V 2011) (regulating quality of drinking water, establishing federal and state 
authority to control injections into groundwater, and setting maximum 
contamination levels of aquifers); see also Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and 
Rodenticide Act, 7 U.S.C. § 136 (2006) (preventing the contamination of 
groundwater by restricting agricultural runo<); Drummond, supra note 26, at 
202 –03.

Act (“HPGRCA”) to promote limited federal management 
of the Ogallala through a structured-incentives program.140 
HPGRCA o<ered a concrete model for federal supervision of 
the Ogallala.141 !e bill proposed a “Conservation Incentives 
Program” to pay producers142 in the Ogallala states varying 
levels of subsidies143 if they agreed to (1) transfer their water 
rights to the state, (2) not irrigate all or part of their land, 
and (3) adhere to any conditions later imposed by the Secre-
tary.144 !e bill was referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture, Nutrition, and Forestry on September 29, 2010 and did 
not move forward.145 Experts forecasted less than a twenty 
percent chance of passage from both committees in the Sen-
ate (sixteen percent) and in the House (three percent), and 
ultimately, less than a "fteen percent chance of ultimate pas-
sage on Ioor of the Senate (fourteen percent) or the House 
(three percent)—a very dim outlook for a promising bill.146

!e primarily federal approach confronts the major weak-
nesses of the previous models: the ine<ectiveness of a single 
state model for an interstate problem, and the potential resis-
tance to compromise in a multistate agreement. It does so 
by taking speci"c constituent interests out of the picture, or 
at least out of the forefront of the discussions, by providing 
a single, uniform regulatory scheme under one impartial 
authority.147 !is is the main advantage of a federal solution: 
a single response instead of fractured state schemes.148 A fed-
eral approach could take the form of a mandate for states 
to negotiate an interstate compact, a judicial apportionment 
decision, or express congressional action, any of which are 
advantageous for the supremacy and "nality of the authori-
ty.149 For instance, the U.S. Supreme Court has long used 
equitable apportionment as a device to resolve multistate dis-
putes over water resources.150 Congress has also stepped in 
to rule on water conIicts between states in the past, but, as 
discussed previously, they have yet to do so in the case of the 
Ogallala.151

A federal approach is certainly not without challenges. !e 
major obstacle to success under a primarily federal approach 

140. High Plains Groundwater Resource Conservation Act, S. 3904, 111th Cong. 
(2010).

141. Id.
142. Id. §43. !e proposed language, “[P]roducers on land drawing water from the 

High Plains Aquifer throughout the High Plains region shall have an opportu-
nity to participate in the Program,” suggests that anyone drawing water from 
the Aquifer is eligible for the Program. Id.

143. Id. (measuring payments by “average amount of payments received by the pro-
ducer for the 10 most recent crop years preceding the date of the Program 
contract4.4.4.4not [to] exceed $50,000”).

144. Id.
145. 156 C#27. R+9. S7786 (daily ed. Sept. 29, 2010).
146. Forecast for S. 3904, S'. N+' (2010), LEXIS, Congressional Bills Legislative 

Forecasts—Historical.
147. Mann, supra note 102, at 400–01.
148. Susan Rose-Ackerman, Cooperative Federalism and Co-optation, 92 Y/.+ L. J. 

1344, 1346 (1983) (“[A]dministrative e=ciency argues in favor of a single 
system instead of dual state and federal programs.”).

149. John D. Leshy, Interstate Groundwater Resources: !e Federal Role, 14 H/,'*27, 
W.-N-. J. E25'.. L. 6 P#.’% 1475, 1492 (2008).

150. U.S. C#2,'. art. III, §42, cl. 1 (“!e judicial Power shall extend4.4.4. to contro-
versies between two or more States4.4.4.4.)”; see, e.g., Kansas v. Colorado, 206 
U.S. 46 (1907).

151. Charles J. Meyers, !e Colorado River, in W/'+) L/-, P./22*27 6 P#.*9%: 
C/,+, /2$ M/'+)*/., 85 (Joseph L. Sax ed., 1968); see supra notes 14–18 and 
accompanying text.
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is federal inaction.152 As discussed previously, numerous bills 
have been introduced to study the Ogallala or to promote 
sustainability, but none have successfully proposed a solution 
to preserve the Ogallala.153 Another major hindrance is the 
di=culty of creating an e<ective and e=cient monitoring 
scheme to be executed either exclusively by federal entities 
or through partnerships with states.154 Practically speaking, 
the task of monitoring and enforcing every discharge from 
the Aquifer in each of the eight states appears to be virtually 
impossible.155

Even if a federal solution is sensible, it is missing the core 
achievements of the state and multistate approaches: active 
participation and ownership. Without such incentives, each 
user of the commons will continue to overuse her share and 
the Aquifer will be depleted even faster.156 To create state 
buy-in,157 the relevant states need to be involved in the ini-
tial process and then later though ongoing monitoring. !is 
will ensure a meaningful solution.158 Otherwise, if the pro-
cess used to reach the ultimate plan does not include state 
representation through which citizens can have a say in their 
future, states are unlikely to comply.159 Whereas a national 
approach may limit the voices of state interests, it leaves 
ample room for larger, more powerful special interests that 
may not have any role in the implementation of the plan, 
or any concern over the intrinsic worth of a speci"c action, 
but may be able to a<ord to make it seem like they do.160 
!e recent shift of lobbying e<orts from reactive to proactive 
has resulted in increased tax breaks, more lenient regulations, 
and other legislative “pork” for industries with the best lob-
byists.161 Even relevant special interests can pose a problem: a 
strong agribusiness lobby encouraged modern policies favor-

152. See supra notes 14–18 and accompanying text.
153. Id.
154. For example, because the levels of the Aquifer are measurable outcomes, "nes 

could be imposed for states that exceed their allotted use.
155. Marcus Moench, Groundwater: !e Challenge of Monitoring and Management, 

in T(+ W#).$’, W/'+) DBBC-DBBE: T(+ B*+22*/. R+8#)' #2 F)+,(-/-
'+) R+,#&)9+, 79, 92 (Peter H. Gleick, ed. 2004) (commenting that seri-
ous investments are “almost never” made to gather and analyze data to gauge 
sustained yield of individual aquifers “unless they already have evidence of 
problems”).

156. See supra note 13 and accompanying text.
157. For the purposes of this Note, incentives are practical and concrete (e.g., sub-

sidies or refunds) whereas buy-ins are more abstract and involve ownership of 
the process (e.g., helping to create the structure makes states more likely to 
participate). For example, Texans might ignore minimal "nancial incentives 
because they want to use their own water, but if they are a part of the process 
that creates the incentives, they have bought into the solution and are more 
likely to commit to it.

158. !ompson, supra note 37, at 267.
159. See Kimberly A. Wade-Benzoni et al., Egocentric Interpretations of Fairness in 

Asymmetric Environmental Social Dilemmas: Explaining Harvesting Behavior 
and the Role of Communications, J? O)7/2*L/'*#2/. B+(/5. 6 H&0. D+9*-
,*#2 P)#9+,,+, 111, 125 (1996) (noting that people are unlikely to imple-
ment a solution they perceive as unfair).

160. Nathan Witkin, Interest Group Mediation: A Mechanism for Controlling and 
Improving Congressional Lobbying Practices, DG O(*# S'. J. #2 D*,8. R+,#.. 
373, 376–79 (2008); see also Angela Lynne Davis, Genuine Reform or Just An-
other Meager Attempt to Regulate Lobbyists: A Critique of the Honest Leadership 
and Open Government Act of 2007, :; K/2. J.L. 6 P&1. P#.’% 340, 343 (2009) 
(“[P]ublic policy advocacy feature of lobbying has been overlooked due to … 
[notable] instances of corruption.”).

161. Je<rey H. Birnbaum, !e Road to Riches Is Called K Street: Lobbying Firms Hire 
More, Pay More, Charge More to In#uence Government, W/,(. P#,', June 22, 
2005, at A01.

ing megafarms over small farms and ignoring the environ-
mental and health risks created by the former.162 Ultimately, 
however, even if uniform federal control over the Aquifer’s 
management is better than a state or multistate approach, it 
is useless as long as the present problem of federal inaction 
continues.

III. Proposed Solution: Hybrid Approach

Considering the problems with the state, multistate, and fed-
eral solutions, a combination of the best of each method seems 
ideal. !is Note o<ers such a hybrid approach: a literal com-
bination of the three models presented. !is solution tackles 
the major problems with each model by merging a collabora-
tive agreement between states with federal enforcement and 
supplementary local accountability through planning and 
monitoring provisions. !is section will lay out the imple-
mentation of a hybrid approach to managing the Ogallala. 
First, similar to the discussion in the analysis above, a real-
world example of a similar problem will be presented. !is 
case will illustrate how a hybrid approach could work. An 
examination of the strengths and weaknesses of the concep-
tual model will follow. Next, initial steps for the implementa-
tion processes of the proposed approach will be introduced 
and discussed. Finally, acknowledging that the proposed 
solution is quite ambitious with many moving parts, and 
given that an overarching concern is the detrimental impact 
of inaction, this section will present viable alternatives.

!e Colorado River Compact is an agreement made in 
1922 between seven states at the basin of the Colorado Riv-
er.163 Unlike more modern compacts, which often actively 
manage the resource by creating autonomous monitoring 
commissions,164 the Colorado Compact merely allocates the 
rights to the river water among all parties to the agreement.165 
!e Colorado arrangement divides the available water supply 
among the upper- and lower-division states and Mexico166 to 
ensure that each party gets its relevant share of the water.167 
Additionally, the Compact details how the apportionment 
scheme is to be calculated (and recalculated, as necessary): 
Measurements are based on annual rainfall and, through a 

162. William S. Eubanks II, A Rotten System: Subsidizing Environmental Degrada-
tion and Poor Public Health with Our Nation’s Tax Dollars, 28 S'/2. E25'.. L.J. 
213, 223 (2009).

163. Colorado River Compact Approval, 43 U.S.C. §4617l (2006); see also Boulder 
Canyon Project Act, ch. 42, 45 Stat. 1057, 1058–59 (1928) (approving Colo-
rado River Compact upon the rati"cation of the compact by the legislature of 
California and at least "ve of the other six states); Act of Aug. 19, 1921, ch. 72, 
42 Stat. 171, 172 (1921) (authorizing Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, 
New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming to enter into a compact regarding the waters 
of the Colorado River).

164. !e Chattahoochee River Compact provides an example of a more modern 
interstate compact that allocates water rights and provides for ongoing moni-
toring and management. Beaverstock, supra note 108, at 1003–05.

165. 42 Stat. at 172.
166. !e parties to the Colorado River Compact are all those states in the Colorado 

River Basin, as well as Mexico. !e agreement does not allocate water rights 
to individual states, but instead to the upper basin (Colorado, New Mexico, 
Utah, and Wyoming), the lower basin (Arizona, California,4and Nevada), or to 
Mexico. Colorado River Compact, art. II(c)–(d), reprinted in 70 C#27. R+9. 
324, 325 (1928).

167. 45 Stat. at 1058–59.
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calculation, the "nal allocations are determined.168 Each year, 
the U.S. Secretary of the Interior categorizes Colorado River 
water-supply availability as normal, surplus, or shortage.169 
As part of the agreement, there are detailed regulations and 
operations criteria for normal and surplus conditions, but not 
for shortage.170 Recent trends of below-average rainfall have 
strained relationships, especially with regard to the Mexi-
can allotment.171 Ultimately, the consensus of the Compact 
enabled more reliable irrigation in the Southwest as well as 
federal projects such as Hoover Dam and Lake Powell.172 !e 
Compact has been largely successful because of the willing-
ness of participating states and the limited scope of the initial 
agreement.173

A hybrid approach to the Ogallala would look substan-
tially similar to the Colorado River Compact, initiated by 
an agreement between all eight states of the Ogallala region. 
!e foundation of the agreement would be a default ground-
water-ownership doctrine formalized in a memorandum of 
understanding or other o=cial compact expressing the terms 
of the consensus. Given that six of the eight states already 
follow the appropriative-rights rule,174 the most logical choice 
would be to convince Texas and Nebraska to adopt some ver-
sion of this established rule.175 In addition, states would need 
to reach a consensus on the structure of a permitting system, 
allocation scheme, and conIict-resolution process.176

To address localized enforcement of the agreement, the 
states would create a monitoring system run by smaller 
municipalities177—for example, the existing groundwater-
management districts in Kansas and  newly created ones in 
other states.178 Some states already have groundwater-man-
agement districts, but for those that do not, an accreditation-
like process could be implemented in which localities that 
have existing infrastructure check the use and progress of 
those localities that do not.179 !is arrangement could serve 
until the new districts could be created or it could be used as 
a mentoring system.

Once the interstate compact was "nalized, the federal 
government would o=cially recognize it by codifying the 

168. See id.; see also Douglas L. Grant, Interstate Water Allocation Compacts: When the 
Virtue of Permanence Becomes the Vice of In#exibility, 74 U. C#.#. L. R+5. 105, 
116 (2003).

169. See Grant, supra note 168, at 116; see also Douglas L. Grant, Collaboration and 
the Colorado River: Collaborative Solutions to Colorado River Water Shortages: 
!e Basin States’ Proposal and Beyond, 8 N+5. L.J. 964, 971 (2008) [hereinafter 
Grant, Collaboration and the Colorado River].

170. See Grant, Collaboration and the Colorado River, supra note 169, at 971 (ex-
plaining that strategies and guidelines for drought conditions are in devel-
opment, encouraged by a multiyear drought, decreasing system storage, and 
growing demands for Colorado River water).

171. Robert W. Adler, Revisiting the Colorado River Compact: Time for a Change?, D; 
J. L/2$ R+,#&)9+, 6 E25'.. L. 19, 46 (2008).

172. See Grant, supra note 168, at 116.
173. Davenport, supra note 12, at 177. !e participating states started by gaining 

consensus on essential elements and gradually added matters that needed to be 
addressed. Id.

174. See Davenport, supra note 12, at 164–66.
175. Mann, supra note 102, at 410.
176. See Baxtresser supra note 59, at 783.
177. See, e.g., Rolfs, supra note 75, at 507.
178. Id.
179. See, e.g., id. at 510.

agreement.180 If the Ogallala states were unable to compro-
mise on all provisions in the agreement, however, the federal 
government might need to step in either by making threats 
to bring about compliance or by passing federal legislation 
to provide the ultimate rule on the provision at issue. Stake-
holders from each state would be involved throughout the 
process to ensure a democratic and representative solution.

A. Strengths and Weaknesses of a Hybrid Approach

!e proposed solution o<ers an amalgam of the advantages 
and disadvantages of all the previous models. As with the pri-
marily state and multistate approaches, the hybrid approach 
encourages states (and even smaller localities) to actively 
participate in the process, resulting in meaningful buy-in 
both in the development and implementation stages of the 
solution.181 Hypothetically, this involvement would lead to 
increased commitment to the ultimate plan.182 Furthermore, 
the hybrid approach addresses the main problem of nonac-
quiescence in the state-based approaches by allowing states 
to represent their interests and hold other states account-
able through local monitoring.183 Local control is essential, 
because “‘without the active concurrence and support of 
water users involved, and [their] full recognition of the prob-
lems to be solved and the bene"ts gained by submitting to 
the management strategy, it is unlikely that imposition of 
management would be politically or practically feasible.’”184 
In other words, local involvement makes for a more demo-
cratic solution.185 If those bene"ts are insu=cient incentive 
for state acquiescence, the hybrid approach provides a fed-
eral backstop186 behind state-generated management pro-
cedures.187 A multistate agreement enforced by the federal 
government provides a uniform regulatory scheme instead 
of the current fractured approach of the states. In the end, 
the hybrid approach creates incentives and buy-in through 
the initial stakeholder role in the cooperative agreement, 
the reassurance of state acquiescence by the threat of fed-
eral enforcement, and the empowerment of smaller locali-
ties through participation in smaller-scale monitoring and 
enforcement of their respective regions.

Despite the bene"ts that the hybrid approach o<ers, many 
of the same problems remain: practical hurdles, ine=ciency, 
special interests, the too-many-cooks-in-the-kitchen phe-
nomenon, and federal government inaction. First, combining 

180. Mann, supra note 102, at 403, 408; see also U.S. C#2,'. art. I, §42, cl. 3.
181. See supra notes 92, 95 and accompanying text.
182. Id.
183. See, e.g., supra note 118 and accompanying text.
184. Stephen E. White & David E. Kromm, Local Groundwater Management Ef-

fectiveness in the Colorado and Kansas Ogallala Region, 35 N/'. R+,#&)9+, J. 
275, 276 (1995) (quoting Jean Williams, Some Challenges and Opportunities 
in Groundwater Management, 1984 G)#&2$-/'+) M70'. D*,')*9', A,,’2 
A22. C#23. P)#9. 3).

185. See Ja<e, supra note 83, at 336.
186. For the purposes of this note, the term backstop refers to enforcement by the 

federal government that obligates state compliance with the multistate agree-
ment (e.g., codi"cation of the multistate agreement with penalties for disobe-
dience). !is enforcement provision could be used to incite or require action 
in the "rst place, to maintain an agreement once one is agreed upon, or both.

187. See, e.g., supra notes 99, 117 and accompanying text.
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the components of multiple approaches creates a somewhat 
unwieldy solution with many moving parts.188 Each piece 
takes time to successfully navigate the approval process, 
resulting in many more opportunities for delay and a more 
ine=cient process overall.189 States are accustomed to act-
ing unilaterally when it comes to groundwater management; 
they may want to force other states to make concessions 
while refusing to budge themselves.190 Second, coming to an 
agreement in the "rst place and persuading states to revise 
their existing groundwater laws may prove to be exceedingly 
di=cult.191 !e more complex the process, the longer it will 
take to implement, and the more water will be lost in the 
meantime. !ird, federal enforcement of a multistate com-
pact will be most e<ective if monitoring is conducted by local 
groups, as opposed to a federal agency.192 But there are serious 
drawbacks to this method as well. If monitoring authorities 
are purely local and those authorities do not include repre-
sentatives from all (or at least several) states, there will be a 
strong incentive for states to report on each other and impose 
"nes or use restrictions to gain more supply for themselves or, 
alternatively, not to report on each other with the expectation 
that the favor will be returned.193

Yet, in spite of the concern about corruption and special 
interests, most authorities favor some degree of local control, 
because ultimately “success depends on the irrigators who 
have the power to make water-saving decisions, the expertise 
to help shape and encourage innovative management pro-
grams, and the self-interest to gain from successful water-sav-
ings strategies.”194 For example, even Texas with its unique, 
absolute approach to groundwater ownership195 is evolving 
toward local management: the state now has “96 ‘groundwa-
ter conservation districts’ around the state [that] detail[] how 
much water they want[] to remain in their local aquifers 50 
years from now.”196 Finally, as with all previous approaches, 
no solution is viable if it is never initiated or implemented. 
Historically, government inaction has plagued the Ogallala 
region.197 Adding even more actors to the decisionmaking 
process through a hybrid approach (i.e., the federal govern-
ment, authorities from eight states, and local monitoring 
entities) could further stall resolution.

Given the strengths and weaknesses of other models pre-
viously described in the analysis, the hybrid approach pro-
vides the most appropriate balance. !is collaborative e<ort 
o<ers a potentially successful means for each state to manage 

188. See supra note 131 and accompanying text.
189. See id.
190. See id.
191. See supra note 124 and accompanying text.
192. See Moench, supra note 155, at 92, and accompanying text.
193. See, e.g., George C. Coggins, Regulating Federal Natural Resources: A Summary 

Case Against Devolved Collaboration, 25 Ecology L.Q. 602, 605 (1999) (noting 
with regard to federal resources, “[m]uch local decisionmaking has been nar-
row, greedy, and shortsighted, resulting in price"xing, collusion, corruption, 
and subsidization.”)

194. White & Kromm, supra note 184, at 276–77; see also Kate Gailbraith, Two 
Bills Highlight Debate over Who Controls Groundwater: Landowners or the State, 
N.Y. T*0+,, Mar. 4, 2011, at 21A.

195. See Davenport, supra note 12, at 144, 165.
196. See Gailbraith, supra note 194.
197. See supra note 145 and accompanying text.

their portion of the Aquifer’s supply by including the fed-
eral enforcement for reassurance that other states will also 
comply, thereby avoiding the tragedy of the commons. From 
a practical standpoint, determining how to structure and 
implement such a complicated solution is di=cult in and of 
itself. !is Note proposes starting with a conference to bring 
together state policymakers, scienti"c experts, agricultural-
industry representatives, interested citizens, and other key 
players to begin building a consensus. As mentioned previ-
ously, the major issues to be determined include agreement 
on a default groundwater doctrine and an apportionment 
scheme (e.g., equal allotments versus proportional allocation). 
In the absence of a state-initiated meeting, federal legislation 
may be necessary to compel negotiations. Alternatively, a bill 
similar to HPGCRA that provides some sort of conservation 
incentive may be appropriate in the meantime, until states 
are able to start the discussion process.

B. Alternatives to a Hybrid Approach

While the previous categories o<er the most common solu-
tions applied to the Ogallala, they are by no means the only 
possible approaches. Mostly, the solutions already discussed 
focus on how to appropriately allocate the remaining water. 
However, this focus neglects the main problem: !e resource 
is limited.198 From a conservation perspective, perhaps sus-
tainable management is not the right focus and more empha-
sis should be placed on preservation of the Aquifer’s supply. 
Beyond allocation, in order to protect existing groundwater 
supplies and preserve the Ogallala Aquifer, it is necessary to 
conserve the resource appropriately.199

Innovative and adaptive irrigation technology o<ers 
another possible solution: Increasing the e=ciency of current 
irrigation practices would allow for more cost-e<ective use 
of the remaining groundwater.200 For example, novel irriga-
tion techniques such as computer-controlled sprinklers that 
automatically activate when the soil reaches a certain level of 
dryness or when the heat waves above crops achieve a speci"c 
threshold intensity have been shown to use less water than 
traditional irrigation techniques.201 !eoretically, su=cient 
conservation could result in a net-zero game in which draws 
on the aquifer are equivalent (or signi"cantly closer) to the 
natural recharge rate, achieving a safe yield.202

It is important to note that these alternatives are not nec-
essarily separate solutions; all of these interconnected tactics 
could be combined in a larger adaptive-management scheme. 
If the Ogallala states cannot successfully create a compre-
hensive organizational system in the near future, those states 
will have no choice but to turn from a sustainable-manage-
ment focus to one that conserves the remaining resource long 
enough to determine a suitable alternative.203

198. See Little, supra note 9, at 32, 35.
199. See id.
200. See Robert A. Pulver, Liability Rules as a Solution to the Problem of Waste in 

Western Water Law: An Economic Analysis, ?J C/.*3. L. R+5. J?:, J?D (1988).
201. See Little, supra note 9, at 37–38.
202. See Sophocleous, supra note 5, at 568; see also Verchick, supra note 4, at 21–22.
203. See generally Little, supra note 9, at 35.
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Other plans anticipate the most disastrous potential situ-
ation.204 Presuming that the Aquifer runs dry in the near 
future, researchers are already looking to alternative meth-
ods of crop production to sustain the region’s economy and 
preserve the nation’s food source.205 !e U.S. Department 
of Agriculture currently funds numerous grants (speci"cally 
for the Ogallala region) focused on reduced irrigation and 
even irrigation-free agriculture.206 !ese studies aim to pro-
duce tools for use during temporary droughts, but the same 
technology and research goals could be used to plan for the 
possibility of the permanent drought expected in the Ogal-
lala region through a change in climate.207

Still other proposals have centered on adapting crops to 
the changing climate.208 !is has been approached from 
two di<erent angles: (1) by choosing to grow crops more 
suited for arid climates, and (2) genetically engineering the 
crops grown now so that they can grow with less water and 
decrease the demand for irrigation.209 Ultimately, although a 
hybrid approach may be ideal, when it comes to the Ogallala, 
almost any action trumps inaction. If enough time is spent 
worrying about "nding the ideal approach, there will not be 
any more water in the Ogallala to regulate; it will be too late. 
Nonetheless, a viable solution will require concerted e<ort 
from the majority, if not all, of the Ogallala states.

IV. Conclusion

Regardless of the chosen approach, the ultimate question 
is whether appropriate policies can be instituted in time to 
make a di<erence in the water level of the Aquifer. Looking 
at historical attempts to manage shared resources, and even 
the Ogallala itself, the answer seems to be no.210 But under 

204. See supra note 14 and accompanying text.
205. Id.
206. See supra note 18 and accompanying text (discussing the Ogallala Initiative).
207. See Curt Suplee, Past Pattern Suggests a Future “Megadrought,” W/,(. P#,', 

Dec. 21, 1998, at A3.
208. See Little, supra note 9, at 37.
209. Id.
210. See, e.g., supra notes 16–17 and accompanying text; see also High Plains 

Groundwater Resource Conservation Act, H.R. 3121, 107th Cong. (2001); 
Southern High Plains Groundwater Resource Conservation Act, H.R. 4726, 
106th Cong. (2000); Ogallala Aquifer Research and Development Act of 
1985, S. 532, 99th Cong. (1985).

the threat of a crisis, states may be pressured into action. If 
the Aquifer dries up, the eight states overlying it risk serious 
economic losses to their major agricultural base.211 In addi-
tion, such an occurrence is likely to result in severe droughts 
as well as environmental and "nancial devastation.212 !e 
threat of these extreme consequences alone should be enough 
to incite action on behalf of the states, but has not done so 
to date.213 !e more buy-in that can be created through par-
ticipation and agreement of all eight states, and the more 
authoritative the enforcement mechanism, the more likely a 
solution will succeed. However, once the e<ects of a nearly 
drained aquifer are su=cient to spur state action, it may be 
too late to do anything except look for alternative sources.

Yet there is hope. As this Note suggests, there is no perfect 
solution; instead, myriad potential regulatory approaches, 
management tools, and technological innovations can 
be combined to help reduce the Aquifer’s depletion. For 
instance, while a multistate solution may be most e<ective, 
intrastate action remains valuable; many of the Ogallala 
states are already managing groundwater more aggressively 
at the state level.214 !e challenge is to create a comprehen-
sive management structure to diminish the substantial over-
drafting of the Aquifer and avoid a tragedy of the commons. 
Ultimately, participation and cooperation are essential to any 
plan aiming to preserve resources that do not follow political 
boundaries, and the Ogallala is no exception.

Waters will roll to the north and the south,
Never again be ‘fraid of the drought.
Waters will Iow with the greatest of ease
A hundred miles west, boys, and hundred miles east;

—Woody Guthrie, Song of the Coulee Dam215

211. See supra notes 7–11 and accompanying text.
212. See supra notes 30–36 and accompanying text.
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(Rounder Records 1988).


